Caravelle Smart 270 One Piece (Lever) Easy Height Elongated

Inspired by Innovation. The Caravelle Smart 270 One Piece (Lever) High Efficiency Toilet (HET) exemplifies Caroma®’s dedication to simple beauty and Smart Design.

- 1.28/0.8 gallon (4.8/3 litre) dual flush lever handle HET toilet (push lever down for 1.28g/4.8l) flush or up for .8g/3l flush
- Available with lever on left (989100W) or right (989900W-R) side of tank
- Large fully glazed, concealed trapway
- Installation adjustability: Can accommodate 10” to 12” rough-in incrementally, and allows for approx. 1” of lateral adjustment.
- Premium MaP Certified 1000g
- Watersense Labelled
- ADA Elongated Bowl height 16½”
- Includes 326611W Soft Close - Detachable Seat
- Utilizes Caroma®’s Unique Smart Connect™

Additional Highlights
Smart Connect™

- Fastest, easiest installation method available for toilets with fully skirted bowls
- Eliminates time consuming need to drill holes into flooring